Fluorescence Sensing of Circulating Diagnostic Biomarkers Using Molecular Probes and Nanoparticles.
The interplay of photonics, nanotechnology, and biochemistry has significantly improved the identification and characterization of multiple types of biomarkers by optical biosensors. Great achievements in fluorescence-based technologies have been realized, for example, by the advancement of multiplexing techniques or the introduction of nanoparticles to biochemical and clinical research. This review presents a concise overview of recent advances in fluorescence sensing techniques for the detection of circulating disease biomarkers. Detection principles of representative approaches, including fluorescence detection using molecular fluorophores, quantum dots, and metallic and silica nanoparticles, are explained and illustrated by pertinent examples from the recent literature. Advanced detection technologies and material development play a major role in modern biosensing and consistently provide significant improvements toward robust, sensitive, and versatile platforms for early detection of circulating diagnostic biomarkers.